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5 Abstract: This paper applies the smoothed particle Galerkin (SPG) method to the analysis of penetration and perforation of metal targets.
6 The SPG weak form is integrated using the direct nodal integration (DNI) technique with a nonresidual penalty–type stabilization term
7 derived from strain smoothing. An adaptive anisotropic Lagrangian kernel is used to model the large deformation in the penetration
8 and perforation processes. To model material breakup and fragmentation while avoiding potential spurious self-healing of meshfree approx-
9 imations used in the failure analysis, a strain-based bond failure mechanism is implemented and the sensitivity to the failure criterion

10 is numerically investigated. Two experiments are analyzed using the SPG formulation. The numerical results are compared with the
11 experimental data to evaluate the effectiveness of the present method. The convergence behavior of the SPG formulation is also studied.
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14 Introduction

15 Impact3 penetration4 and perforation occur in many situations, from
16 low velocity to hypervelocity, such as a projectile impacting heavy
17 armor, warhead-launched fragments from detonation of cased ex-
18 plosives impacting neighboring structures, micrometeoroids col-
19 liding with spacecraft, and so on. Therefore, understanding and
20 predicting the high strain rate nonlinear structural responses and
21 material failure in such impact processes is crucial to the design
22 of protective systems. Research on various aspects of impact phe-
23 nomena has been carried out for decades, such as predicting the
24 depth of penetration (DOP); perforation exit velocity; failure modes
25 of targets (e.g., stretching, bending, spalling, petalling, discing, and
26 plugging); and the effect of the nose shape and aspect ratio of pro-
27 jectiles, the material responses of projectiles and targets, and so on.
28 In general, three approaches, namely experimental (Chandel et al.
29 2012; Pedersen and Bless 2006; Orphal et al. 1997; Xiao et al.
30 2017; Rajendran 1998; Sorensen et al. 1991; Roy et al. 2016;
31 Schwer 2009; Bishop et al. 1945; Goodier 1964; Golsdmith and
32 Finnegan 1971; Dikshit and Sundararajan 1992; Hohler et al.
33 1995; Orphal and Franzen 1997; Forrestal and Luk 1992), semian-
34 alytical (including empirical and semiempirical) (Bishop et al.
35 1945; Goodier 1964; Golsdmith and Finnegan 1971; Dikshit
36 and Sundararajan 1992; Hohler et al. 1995; Orphal and Franzen
37 1997; Forrestal and Luk 1992; Ben-Dor et al. 2005; Lu and
38 Wen 2018; Li and Chen 2003; Forrestal et al. 1995; Sataphathy
39 2001; Nechitailo 2015), and numerical (Xiao et al. 2017;
40 Rajendran 1998; Sorensen et al. 1991; Roy et al. 2016; Schwer
41 2009; Sherburn et al. 2015; Lacerda and Lacome 2001; Asadi
42 Kalameh et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2014b, 2016c;5 Wu et al. 2017b;

43Randles et al. 1995; Fahrenthold and Horban 2001; Fountzoulas
44et al. 2007) methods, have been reported. For instance, based on
45experimental data, Bishop et al. (1945) developed equations to
46estimate forces on conical nose punches pushed slowly into metal
47targets; Goodier (1964) developed a model to predict the DOP of
48rigid spheres penetrating into metal targets; Forrestal et al. (1995)
49developed closed-form penetration equations for rigid, spherical-
50nose rods impacting ductile metal targets; Li et al. (2003) 6devel-
51oped dimensionless formulas for the DOP of concrete targets
52impacted by a nondeformable projectile; and Nechitailo (2015)
53developed analytical solutions to compute the maximum DOP of
54various impactors penetrating soil targets. Ben-Dor et al. (2005)
55presented a comprehensive review of the advances in analytical
56modeling of ballistic impact.
57Although semianalytical approaches for ballistic impact dynam-
58ics have been developed over many years, their application is quite
59limited because these approaches do not include the physics during
60high strain rate impact processes, and hence the solution is usually
61inaccurate and nonobjective. To reduce the experimental cost and to
62optimize the design of protective structures, it is very important to
63accurately predict responses in impact penetration and perforation
64processes. Therefore, effort has also been spent on the development
65and application of accurate numerical schemes using high-fidelity
66physics-based simulations. The finite-element method (FEM) with
67element erosion technique (Johnson and Stryk 1987; Belytschko
68and Lin 1987) was an early effort in this regard and it is still used
69in some analyses (Xiao et al. 2017; Rajendran 1998). However, the
70phenomenological failure criterion of the element erosion tech-
71nique is ad hoc and nonunique. Eulerian approaches with fixed
72grids are also applied (Sorensen et al. 1991; Roy et al. 2016;
73Schwer 2009; Liden et al. 2012) in the analysis of impact phenom-
74ena due to their capability of modeling large deformation and flow.
75Nonetheless, due to the use of fixed grids and poor performance in
76advection of constitutive model state variables, such as those used
77in modeling soil and concrete, Eulerian approaches have difficulties
78detecting the new surface formation, which limits their application
79to problems in which material breakup dominates.
80Compared with the FEM, meshfree methods are more appli-
81cable in modeling large deformation (Chen et al. 1996; Li and Liu
822004) and material failure with separation (Simkins and Li 2006)
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83 problems because meshfree approximations do not rely on struc-
84 tured mesh topology. The smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH)
85 method is considered the earliest meshfree method, and was intro-
86 duced by Lucy (1977) and Gingold and Monaghan (1977) for mod-
87 eling astrophysical and cosmological problems. In this method,
88 the governing partial differential equations are transformed into
89 integral equations, and kernel estimations are applied to the
90 approximation of field variables (e.g., displacement or velocity).
91 This method was demonstrated to work well for solving fluid-
92 like problems that historically were reserved for Eulerian ap-
93 proaches (Violeau 2012). However, various numerical deficiencies
94 (Belytschko et al. 2000; Rabczuk et al. 2004) have been encoun-
95 tered in extending the SPH method to solid mechanics problems
96 with finite domains, such as lack of consistency, tension instability,
97 low-energy modes, dispersive wave propagation, and difficulty in
98 enforcing essential boundary conditions. In spite of these deficien-
99 cies, the SPH method is still one of the most popular numerical

100 methods for simulating the severe deformation and material sepa-
101 ration in many impact problems involving metallic targets (Roy
102 et al. 2016; Lacerda and Lacome 2001; Asadi Kalameh et al.
103 2012; Mohotti et al. 2015; Ibne Islam et al. 2017; Plassard et al.
104 2011) because no better approach has been available, although
105 some other meshfree methods, such as the material point method
106 (MPM) and the discrete-element method (DEM), occasionally have
107 been applied in the analysis of penetration and perforation of
108 metallic targets (Zhang et al. 2006; Huang et al. 2011;7 Watson and
109 Steinhauser 2017).
110 To resolve the aforementioned SPH issues, the element-free
111 Galerkin (EFG) method (Belytschko 19948 ) and reproducing kernel
112 particle method (RKPM) (Liu et al. 1995) were developed. Sub-
113 sequently, to alleviate the low-energy modes in the direct nodal in-
114 tegration (DNI) scheme, which is used in the SPH method, Chen
115 et al. (2001) introduced the stabilized conforming nodal integration
116 (SCNI) method. The SCNI has also been generalized for beam
117 (Wang and Chen 2006), plate (Wang and Chen 2004; Nguyen-
118 Xuan et al. 2008; Wang and Peng 2013), and solid finite-element
119 formulations (Liu et al. 2007) in the last decade. To further enhance
120 the integration accuracy, Chen et al. (2013) derived arbitrary-order
121 Galerkin exactness for the SCNI technique under the framework of
122 variational consistency. However, it is cumbersome to construct the
123 conforming integration cells in failure analysis due to the formation
124 of new surfaces. Therefore, the SCNI algorithm was simplified to
125 the stabilized nonconforming nodal integration (SNNI) scheme
126 (Puso et al. 2008) so that it can be applied to extremely large de-
127 formation with material failure including separation analysis. The
128 SNNI scheme has been successfully applied to modeling concrete
129 and soil failure and separation problems (Sherburn et al. 2015;
130 Guan et al. 2009).
131 Although the SCNI/SNNI integrated meshfree formulations
132 have been successfully applied in many material failure and sep-
133 aration analyses (Sherburn et al. 2015; Wu et al. 2014a, b, 2016c;
134 Guan et al. 2009; Wang and Li 2013), its requirement of a back-
135 ground mesh or smoothing cells for domain integration has posed
136 some limitations on their application. Additionally, most meshfree
137 methods remain challenging in tracking the formation of new sur-
138 faces and preventing material self-healing. Therefore, a genuine
139 meshfree method, the smoothed particle Galerkin (SPG) method
140 (Wu et al. 2015a, b, 2016a, b, 2017a) was recently developed for
141 modeling material failure and separation. The SPG method is a
142 residual-based Galerkin meshfree method. Its weak form is inte-
143 grated using the direct nodal integration (DNI) technique to im-
144 prove computational efficiency. A strain operator derived from
145 displacement smoothing theory is used in the SPG formulation
146 for stabilizing the DNI scheme. In the ensuing development

147(Wu et al. 2015b, 2016b), a penalty-based 9h2-stabilization formu-
148lation was developed using a strain operator derived from direct
149strain smoothing. This stabilization formulation is parameterized
150by a measure of the local length scale without using a stabilization
151control parameter. As such, the SPG formulation has been applied
152to the analysis of damage-induced strain localization in elastic
153materials (Wu et al. 2015b), ductile fracture in two-dimensional
154explicit dynamics (Wu et al. 2016b), three-dimensional con-
155crete perforation and penetration (Wu et al. 2017b), and three-
156dimensional destructive metal grinding applications (Wu et al.
1572017a).
158This paper extends the SPG formulation to the analysis of
159impact penetration and perforation phenomena for metal targets
160and projectiles in which the deformation of the projectile is also
161included. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
162weak form and the corresponding three-dimensional semidiscrete
163formulations of the smoothed particle Galerkin (SPG) method
164for large deformation analysis are presented in the “Overview of
165SPG Method” section; the “Mechanism for Severe Deformation
166and Material Failure” section presents the adaptive anisotropic
167Lagrangian kernel used in the three-dimensional formulation for
168severe deformation and the strain-based bond failure mechanism
169for metal material breakup; the “Numerical Example” section ana-
170lyzes two experiments and investigates convergence study and fail-
171ure criterion sensitivity; and concluding remarks are made in the
172“Conclusion.”

173Overview of SPG Method

174Weak Form Formulations

175The SPG weak form is based on the penalty method (Wu et al.
1762015a, b, 2016a) to find û ∈ H1

gðΩÞ ¼ fv∶vjΩ ∈ H1ðΩÞ; v ¼ vg
177onΓgg 10 11such thatZ

Ω0

δû · ρ0 ¨̂udΩ0

¼
Z
Ω0

c

δFT ∶PðFÞdΩ0
c|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}

standard term

þ
Z
Ω0

δ ~FT ∶ ~Pð ~FÞdΩ0|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
penalty term

− lextðûÞ;

∀ δû ∈ H1
0 ¼ fv∶vjΩ ∈ H1ðΩÞ; v ¼ 0 onΓ0

gg ð1Þ
178where Ω0 = initial domain occupied by the material; ρ0 = initial
179material density; and Γg = Dirichlet boundary applied with
180Dirichlet boundary conditions.
181The variation of deformation gradient F and enhanced deforma-
182tion gradient ~F for stabilization are defined as

δF ¼ δ

�∂x
∂X
�

¼ ∂δû
∂X ð2Þ

δ ~F ¼ ∇ðδFÞ · λbðXÞ ∀ X ∈ Ω0 ð3Þ

λbðXÞ ¼
Z
Ω0

~ΨbðX;X − ξÞðξ − XÞdΩ ð4Þ

183where x = coordinates in the current configuration; X = coordinates
184in the reference configuration; ~Ψb = strain smoothing function (Wu
185et al. 2015b, 2016a) with a kernel support size of b for stabilization
186in the SPG method; and λb = coefficient matrices for stabilization.
187The external force is given as

lextðûÞ ¼
Z
Ω0

δû · bdΩ0 þ
Z
Γ0
h

δû · h0dΓ0
h ð5Þ
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188 where b = body force; and h0 = surface traction applied on the
189 Neumann boundary Γ0

h.
190 The field variables û are approximated using the meshfree
191 method (Belytschko et al. 1994; Liu et al. 1995) as

uhðX; tÞ ¼
XNP

I¼1

Φa
I ðXÞuðXI ; tÞ ¼ ûðX; tÞ ∀ X ∈ Ω0 ð6Þ

192 where Φa
I ðXÞ (I ¼ 1; : : : ;NP) = meshfree shape functions

193 (Belytschko et al. 1994; Liu et al. 1995) with a kernel support size
194 of a; NP = number of nodes used in the domain discretization; and
195 uðXI; tÞ = generalized displacement (Chen et al. 1996) of particle I
196 in the Galerkin meshfree method.
197 In Eq. (1), P denotes the nominal stress which can be related to
198 the Cauchy stress σ in metal plasticity by

P ¼ J0F−1 · σ ð7Þ
199 where J0 = determinant of the deformation gradient F.
200 The penalty functional for the second term in the right-hand
201 side (RHS) of Eq. (1) contains an enhanced stress field ~P for sta-
202 bilization. The enhanced Cauchy stress field for stabilization in
203 small strain analysis is formulated using a material response tensor
204 (elastoplastic tangent modulus) Cσ as (Wu et al. 2015b, 2016b)

~σ ¼ Cσ∶ð∇εðûÞ · λbÞ ð8Þ

205 Consequently, the enhanced nominal stress for stabilization can
206 be expressed by

~P ¼ J0F−1 · ~σ ð9Þ
207 The strain smoothing function ~Ψb can be different from the
208 meshfree shape functionΦa

I ðXÞ, in general. However, for simplicity
209 and efficiency, this paper takes the strain smoothing function as
210 exactly the same meshfree shape function.

211 Semidiscrete Formulations

212 Using the first-order meshfree convex approximation (Wu et al.
213 2011; Wu and Koishi 2012) for ΦaðXÞ and zeroth-order strain
214 smoothing function for ~ΨbðXÞ leads to the following semidiscrete
215 form of the momentum equation [Eq. (1)] to be solved in explicit
216 dynamics analysis:

Mlump ¨̂U ¼ f ext − f int − ~f stab ð10Þ

Mlump
I ¼

XNP

N¼1

ρ0ϕa
I ðXNÞV0

NI½3×3� ð11Þ

217 where f ext ¼ ðf ext1 ; : : : ; f extNPÞT = standard external force matrix;

218 ¨̂U ¼ ð ¨̂U1; : : : ;
¨̂UNPÞT = matrix containing nodal accelerations;

219 V0
N = initial nodal volume of node N; and Mlump

I = lumped nodal
220 mass matrix of node I.
221 Using the particle integration (DNI) scheme, the internal force
222 and stabilization force are computed by

f intI ¼DNIXNP

N¼1

BT
I ðXNÞPðXNÞV0

N ∀ XN ∈ Ω0 ð12Þ

~f stabI ¼DNIXNP

N¼1

~BT
I ðXNÞ ~PðXNÞV0

N ð13Þ

223The nominal stress P defined with respect to the reference con-
224figuration in Eq. (12) can be expressed by the Cauchy stress σ for
225convenience in metal plasticity computations. Using the Voigt rule,
226the internal force can be calculated by

f intI ¼DNIXNP

N¼1

BT
I ðXNÞPðXNÞV0

N ¼
XNP

N¼1

BT
I ðXNÞσðXNÞJ0V0

N ð14Þ

227Similarly, the stabilization force can be expressed as

~f stabI ¼DNIXNP

N¼1

~BT
I ðXNÞ ~PðXNÞV0

N ¼
XNP

N¼1

~BT
I ðXNÞ ~σðXNÞJ0V0

N ð15Þ

228where the components of the strain-gradient matrices BI , ~BI , BI ,
229and ~BI were given by Wu et al. (2017a), and thus they are omitted
230from this paper.
231The Cauchy stress is updated objectively in the standard way
232according to Simo and Hughes (1986) because the large deforma-
233tion analyses in this paper use constitutive equations based on the
234Jaumann stress rate.
235Eq. (10) is temporally integrated by the Newmark method. The
236critical time step for the central difference time integration in
237explicit dynamics analysis is governed by the Courant-Friedrichs-
238Lewy (CFL) condition and is determined following the develop-
239ments in Wu et al. (2015b, 2016a, b, 2017b) and Park et al.
240(2011). The meshfree time step in explicit dynamics analysis is
241controlled (Wu et al. 2015b, 2016a, b, 2017b; Park et al. 2011)
242by the radius size a of ΦaðXÞ in the displacement approximation,
243instead of the closest nodal distance or element size as in the FEM;
244therefore they are not reduced abruptly due to severe material
245deformation.

246Mechanisms for Severe Deformation and
247Material Failure

248Adaptive Anisotropic Lagrangian Kernel

249To treat the large deformation situations that are beyond the appli-
250cability of the standard Lagrangian approach, an adaptive aniso-
251tropic Lagrangian kernel was developed (Wu et al. 2016a). Using
252the chain rule, the calculation for the deformation gradient in
253Eq. (2) can be rewritten (Wu et al. 2016a, 2017b) as

Fnþm ¼⁀FnþmFn ð16Þ

254where⁀Fnþmð⁀xÞ = decomposed deformation gradient, from t ¼ tn to
255tnþm, computed in the new reference configuration ⁀X ¼ xðX; tnÞ
256and is given by

⁀Fnþm
ij ðXJÞ ¼

∂⁀xi
∂⁀Xj

¼
XNP

I¼1

∂Φa
I ð⁀XJÞ
∂⁀Xj

⁀xiIðX; tnþmÞ

¼
XNP

I¼1

∂Φa
I ð⁀XJÞ
∂⁀Xj

ð⁀XiI þ ~uiIðX; tnþmÞÞ

¼ δij þ
XNP

I¼1

∂Φa
I ð⁀XJÞ
∂⁀Xj

~uiIðX; tnþmÞ ð17Þ

257where⁀x ¼⁀X þ ~uðX; tnþmÞ is a position vector defined in the new
258reference configuration ⁀X ¼ xðX; tnÞ. A local ⁀XI-coordinate sys-
259tem whose axes are parallel to the global Cartesian coordinate
260system and whose origin is located at⁀XI is defined for each mesh-
261free node I. In each new reference configuration, an ellipsoidal
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262 nodal support is defined for neighbor particle searching. The three-
263 dimensional ellipsoidal cubic spline kernel function ϕa

I is defined in

264 another local ⁀⁀X
I
-coordinate system by

ϕa
I

�
⁀XJ

� ¼ ϕ1

 
⁀

⁀X
I
J

hn1

!
ϕ1

 
⁀

⁀Y
I
J

hn2

!
ϕ1

 
⁀

⁀Z
I
J

hn3

!
ð18Þ

265 where hn1 , h
n
2 , and h

n
3 = semimajor axes of the ellipsoid;⁀⁀X

I
J ,
⁀

⁀Y
I
J , and

266 ⁀

⁀Z
I
J = projections of relative position vector ⁀XJ −⁀XI on the local

267 ⁀

⁀X
I
-coordinate system, respectively; and ϕ1 = standard one-

268 dimensional cubic spline kernel function. Wu et al. (2016a,
269 2017b) gave more details regarding the anisotropic adaptive
270 Lagrangian kernel, and therefore they are not repeated herein.

271 Strain-Based Particle Bond Failure

272 Even with the introduction of an anisotropic adaptive Lagrangian
273 kernel, excessive straining may inevitably occur under severe de-
274 formation in impact simulations. Unlike the numerical treatment in
275 an Eulerian approach, the excessive straining in a Lagrangian ap-
276 proach eventually causes numerical breakdown due to unavoidable
277 negative Jacobians of the deformation gradient defined in Eq. (16).
278 To prevent this numerical artifact, and to model the material fail-
279 ure in three-dimensional metal impact analysis, an introduction of
280 a discontinuity in the displacement field is considered. This is
281 done by incorporating a strain-based bond failure mechanism. This
282 numerical treatment is similar to the bond failure in peridynamics
283 (Wu and Ren 2015; Silling and Askari 2005). The application of the
284 SPG bond failure mechanism in metal impact analysis considers
285 two neighboring particles that become disconnected during the
286 neighbor particle searching whenever their averaged effective plas-
287 tic strain and relative stretching reach their critical values respec-
288 tively. In other words, the three-dimensional ellipsoidal cubic
289 spline kernel function in Eq. (18) for a pair of particles I and J can
290 be redefined as

ϕa
I

�
⁀XJ

�¼
8>><
>>:
0 if εpIJ > εpcrit ande> ecrit

ϕ1

 
⁀

⁀XJ

hn1

!
ϕ1

 
⁀

⁀YJ

hn2

!
ϕ1

 
⁀

⁀ZJ

hn3

!
otherwise

ð19Þ
291 where

εpIJ ¼
εpeffð⁀XIÞ þ εpeffð⁀XJÞ

2
ð20Þ

e ¼ kxJ − xIk
kXJ − XIk

ð21Þ

292 where εpeff = effective plastic strain; εpcrit = critical value of effective
293 plastic strain; and ecrit = critical value of nodal pair extension for
294 the bond failure in metals. The input of ecrit ≥ 1.0 guarantees that
295 the SPG bond does not fail under compression in metals.
296 Fig. 112 illustrates the SPG bond failure mechanism. The large
297 circle marked suppðxkÞ13 represents the support of Node K, and the
298 large circle marked suppðxlÞ14 represents the support of Node I.
299 Initially, five bonds are connected to Node K, i.e., Bond KI, Bond
300 KJ, and three other bonds between Node K and the three small
301 circles. Seven bonds are connected to Node I. If the failure criteria
302 for Bond KI are satisfied, i.e., εpKI > εpcrit and e > ecrit, Bond KI
303 is broken. Therefore, ϕa

Kð⁀XIÞ ¼ 0 and ϕa
I ð⁀XKÞ ¼ 0. However,

304ϕa
Kð⁀XJÞ ≠ 0 and ϕa

I ð⁀XLÞ ≠ 0, which means Bonds KJ and IL are
305still connected. This indicates that the state variables (i.e., stress and
306strain) at Nodes K and I are still able to evolve regularly according
307to the deformation and material law. The only change is that their
308neighboring particles have one less node. Therefore, unlike the
309finite-element failure mechanism, in which the element is deleted
310(loss of mass) according to an ad hoc erosion criterion and the
311element stress is set to zero (loss of momentum) when failure
312occurs, the SPG bond failure mechanism preserves the mass and
313momentum.
314Because the effective plastic strain at each particle monotoni-
315cally increases during the course of deformation, the kinematic
316disconnection between two particles in a pair is considered as a
317permanent and irreversible process. This is a substantial character-
318istic of the present method in metal penetration and perforation
319applications because the failure analysis completely excludes the
320nonphysical material self-healing issue. Once the bond between
321two particles is broken, the interaction between the two particles
322is treated by the self-contact algorithm introduced by Wu et al.
323(2017b), and thus the debris can be contained in the penetration
324and perforation path rather than flying everywhere unphysically.

325Numerical Example

326This section analyzes two examples and compares them with
327experimental data to evaluate the performance of the proposed
328SPG formulation, which was implemented in commercial software
329LS-DYNA (Hallquist 2006). The convergence of the algorithm
330and the sensitivity to the failure criterion were studied through the
331numerical analyses as well.
332Unless otherwise specified, a normalized nodal support size
333of 1.5 was used for the displacement approximation and stabi-
334lization for all calculations. The adaptive anisotropic Lagrangian
335kernel described in the “Mechanism for Severe Deformation and
336Material Failure” section was updated constantly every 30 explicit
337time steps.

338Perforation of Aluminum Plate

339Schwer (2009) reported a series of metal plate impact experiments
340using various projectiles. The present study used a 6061-T6 alumi-
341num plate 203 × 203 × 12.7 mm as the target (Fig. 2). Two oppo-
342site edges of the plate were clamped. The plate was impacted by a
343blunt projectile perpendicular to the surface at the center. The pro-
344jectile had a diameter of 16.7 mm, a length of 24.7 mm, and a short
345length of reduced-diameter shoulder (not shown). To simplify the
346model but maintain the mass of the projectile, it was modeled as a

K

I
J

L

supp(xI)supp(xK)

F1:1Fig. 1. Illustration of SPG bond failure mechanism.
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347 Ø16.7 × 23-mm cylinder. The projectile had a mass of 13.6 g and
348 impacted the target plate at a velocity of 970 m=s. The friction
349 coefficient between the projectile and the target was 0.30 (www
350 .engineeringtoolbox.com)15 . In the experiment, the projectile perfo-
351 rated the plate with a residual velocity of 344 m=s.
352 To save computational costs, only the vicinity (30 × 30 mm) of
353 the impact region in the target was modeled by the proposed SPG
354 formulation, whereas the remaining majority was modeled by FEM
355 because much less deformation occurred in those regions. Wu et al.
356 (2017a) identified the feasibility of this discretization. To study
357 the convergence behavior, four discretizations were used (Fig. 3).
358 The nodal distances in these four discretizations were 1.6, 1.0,
359 0.75, and 0.5 mm. The Johnson–Cook model (Johnson and Cook
360 1983) was used for the constitutive modeling of the target plate.

361The parameters were taken from Schwer (2009). However, the
362Johnson–Cook damage law was not used, because the Johnson–
363Cook damage law is intended to fail the elements in a continuous
364sense by removing elements in the finite-element approach, which
365is not physical. On the other hand, a bond failure in SPG does not
366remove material from the calculation. The SPG bond failure criteria
367was εpcrit ¼ 0.4 in this study. This value was determined by to a
368simple tension test using FEM with the Johnson–Cook damage
369law. Because continuum damage mechanics is not used in the
370Johnson–Cook model for metal impact analysis, the damage-
371induced strain localization and thus the mesh sensitivity problem
372(Wu et al. 2015b, 2016b) were not an issue in this study. The pro-
373jectile was modeled by FEM with kinematic hardening plasticity
374with a yielding stress of 324 MPa and a hardening parameter of
375150 MPa, but material failure was not considered for the projectile.
376Figs. 4 and 5 show the velocity histories of the projectile ob-
377tained by the SPG and FEM with erosion analyses, respectively.
378The failure criterion for FEM with erosion analysis was an effective
379plastic strain of 0.4. The legend indicates the nodal distance in the
380discretization. The SPG residual velocity converged to the test data
381as the discretization was refined. In fact, the solution had nearly no
382discretization dependence as long as it was fine enough to propa-
383gate the high frequency impact wave properly (the poor solution for
384the 1.6 mm discretization was because that discretization was too
385coarse to propagate the impact wave). The results indicate that
386the SPG solution is convergent and is more accurate than FEM.
387Furthermore, the FEM solution did not converge uniformly with
388the discretization.
389Fig. 6 illustrates the evolution of the effective plastic strain and
390the process of material failure and separation for the discretization
391with nodal distance of 1.0 mm on a cross section cut through the

Ø16.7x23mmPlate: 203x203x12.7mm

m=13.6g
970m/s

F2:1 Fig. 2. Plate perforation: geometry.

3249 SPG nodes
Distance: 1.60mm

FEM: 128480

(a)

12493 SPG nodes
Distance: 1.00mm

FEM: 469200

(b)

30258 SPG nodes
Distance: 0.75mm

FEM: 1230528

(c)

93025 SPG nodes
Distance: 0.50mm

FEM: 944160

(d)

F3:1 Fig. 3. Plate perforation: discretizations.
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392 midplane. Material failure and separation was clearly seen during
393 the process of impact. Both ejecta and debris chips were observed
394 as well.
395 Fig. 7(a) shows the side view of the perforated plate after the
396 experimental test, and Figs. 7(b–d) show the side view of the per-
397 forated plates at termination for various target discretizations. Small
398 shear lips were observed in the numerical results. Fig. 8 shows the
399 perforated target plate and Fig. 9 shows the deformed projectile for
400 various target discretizations. In general, the deformed shapes were
401 qualitatively consistent with the experimental observations.

402 Sensitivity Study

403 This section investigates the impact on the perforation response of
404 the coefficient of friction (COF), the failure criterion (FS), and the
405 size of SPG zone by using the discretization with nodal distance
406 0.75 mm. Unless otherwise specified, the bond failure criteria of
407 εpcrit ¼ 0.4 was used.

408Influence of Coefficient of Friction

409Fig. 10 shows the projectile velocity histories obtained using
410the SPG formulation for various COFs for the discretization in
411Fig. 3(c). Both solutions were close to the test data and showed that
412a larger residual velocity is obtained when a smaller COF is used,
413which is physical. The difference between the numerical solution
414and the experimental data increased from 1 to 6% when the COF
415decreased from 0.3 to 0.2. The COFs used herein were static, which
416might not be proper for this type of dynamic problem. However,
417calibrating a proper COF so that the numerical solution matched
418the test data was beyond the scope of this study.

419Sensitivity to Failure Criterion

420Fig. 11 shows the projectile velocity histories obtained using the
421SPG formulation for bond failure criteria εpcrit ¼ 0.4 and εpcrit ¼ 0.2
422for the discretization in Fig. 3(c). The difference between the
423numerical solutions was marginal.

F4:1 Fig. 4. Plate perforation: projectile velocity history, SPG solution.

F5:1 Fig. 5. Plate perforation: projectile velocity history, FEM solution.

© ASCE 6 J. Eng. Mech.
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424 Fig. 12 shows the projectile velocity histories obtained using
425 the FEM formulation with element erosion at effective plastic
426 strains of 0.4 and 0.2 for the discretization shown in Fig. 3(c).
427 The difference between the numerical solution and the experi-
428 mental data increased from 20 to 40% when the effective plastic
429 strain for element erosion decreased from 0.4 to 0.2, which in-
430 dicates that the FEM formulation has a serious failure criterion

431dependency and is substantially different from the SPG
432formulation.

433Effect of SPG Zone Size

434The previous SPG solutions were obtained using the discretiza-
435tion in Fig. 3(c) or 13(a), in which only a central area of

F6:1 Fig. 6. Plate perforation: evolution of effective plastic strain.

F7:1 Fig. 7. Plate perforation: perforated plate, side view.

© ASCE 7 J. Eng. Mech.
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436 30 × 30 mm was modeled by SPG. To study whether or not this
437 SPG domain was large enough to properly capture the impact
438 phenomena, another discretization [Fig. 13(b)] discretized a central
439 area of 60 × 60 mm.
440 Fig. 14 shows the projectile velocity histories obtained using
441 the SPG formulation with the discretizations in Fig. 13 for a bond
442 failure criterion of εpcrit ¼ 0.4. Nearly identical responses were ob-
443 tained for the two discretizations, which indicates that the smaller
444 SPG domain is good enough to capture the impact perforation
445 responses in this case. Generally, an SPG domain that is just
446 slightly larger than the region in which failure occurs is sufficient

447for modeling the impact penetration and perforation responses of
448ductile metallic targets.

449Penetration Response of Steel Structure

450This section uses a tungsten rod impacting a flat rolled homo-
451geneous armor (RHA) steel target (Rajendran 1998) to investigate
452the capability of the proposed formulations in modeling penetration
453response. The tested RHA steel cylindrical target had a diameter of
454100 mm and a thickness of 127 mm (Fig. 15). The penetrator rod
455had a diameter of 7.87 mm and a length of 78.74 mm and was made

F8:1 Fig. 8. Perforated plate for various discretizations: (a) test; (b) 0.5 mm; (c) 0.75 mm; and (d) 1.0 mm.

F9:1 Fig. 9. Deformed projectile for various discretizations: (a) test; (b) 0.5 mm; (c) 0.75 mm; and (d) 1.0 mm.

F10:1 Fig. 10. Plate perforation: sensitivity to coefficient of friction.

© ASCE 8 J. Eng. Mech.
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F11:1 Fig. 11. Plate perforation: various failure criteria, SPG solution.

F12:1 Fig. 12. Plate perforation: various failure criteria, FEM solution.

30258 SPG nodes
Distance: 0.75mm

FEM: 1230528

SPG zone size:
30mm x 30mm

118098 SPG nodes
Distance: 0.75mm

FEM: 1148928

SPG zone size:
60mm x 60mm

(a) (b)

F13:1 Fig. 13. Plate perforation: SPG zone size effect (discretizations).
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456 from tungsten alloy. The penetrator impacted the target at a velocity
457 of 1,500 m=s normal to the center of the cylinder.
458 To reduce the computational cost, only the central area (diam-
459 eter of 12 mm) of the target was modeled by the proposed SPG
460 formulation, whereas the majority of the target was modeled using
461 FEM because no failure occurred in that region and the interface
462 between FEM and SPG did not interfere with the dynamic wave
463 propagation (Wu et al. 2017a). The target was discretized by
464 282,240 finite elements and 56,953 SPG nodes with a nodal

465distance of around 0.68 mm (Fig. 16). The perimeter of the target
466was fixed. The penetrator was discretized by 42,752 finite ele-
467ments. Because the aspect ratio of the penetrator was 10:1 (length
468to diameter), to facilitate the numerical simulation, the penetrator
469was treated as elastic with a Young’s modulus of 327 GPa. The
470friction coefficient between the penetrator and the target was 0.50
471(www.engineeringtoolbox.com). The average DOP from the ex-
472periments was 69.6 mm. The target material was constitutively
473modeled by the Johnson–Cook model with the exact parameters
474used by Rajendran (1998). Effective plastic strain was used as the
475indicator for SPG bond failure. To study the sensitivity of the pen-
476etration response to the bond failure criterion, four criteria were
477used, i.e., εpcrit ¼ 0.30 (FS¼ 0.30), εpcrit ¼ 0.45 (FS¼ 0.45), εpcrit ¼
4780.90 (FS ¼ 0.90), and εpcrit ¼ 1.50 (FS ¼ 1.50). Failure criteria
479FS ¼ 0.30 and 0.45 are usually considered for high-strength and
480regular-strength steel, and Rajendran (1998) used FS ¼ 1.50 for
481the Elastic-Plastic Impact Computations (EPIC) code (Johnson and
482Stryk 1986) which used FEM with erosion.
483Fig. 17 presents the velocity history and the DOP of the pen-
484etrator. The legend shows the critical effective plastic strain (FS)
485for SPG bond failure. Fig. 17(a) indicates that the penetrator veloc-
486ity reversed (to negative) and then quickly approached zero, which
487means that the penetrator stayed in the target and the response was
488penetration. Fig. 17(b) reveals that the DOP matched the experi-
489mental data well. The difference between the numerical solutions
490and the experimental data was less than 2% for all cases. The results
491were not sensitive to the bond failure criteria. This insensitivity to
492the bond failure criteria was not surprising because the SPG bond
493failure only occurred in the excessively high-strain area limited by
494the contact zone between the impactor and metal target.
495Figs. 18 and 19 demonstrate the effective plastic strain and von
496Mises stress, respectively, at termination for various bond failure
497criteria on the section cut view. Negligible difference was observed
498between the different cases, which explains the similarity between
499the DOPs and indicates the insensitivity to the bond failure criteria
500in the SPG simulation of impact penetration on metal targets.
501As mentioned in the “Mechanism for Severe Deformation and
502Material Failure” section, the state variables (i.e., stress and strain)
503continue to evolve according to the constitutive model after a bond
504failure because the particle might be covered by other particles.
505This explains how the effective plastic strain at termination for the

F14:1 Fig. 14. Plate perforation: solutions from various discretizations.

Projectile: 
Tungsten alloy
Ø7.87x78.74mm

Target:
RHA steel
Ø100x127mm

m=65.4g
1500m/s

F15:1 Fig. 15. Penetration response: problem statement.
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506 FS ¼ 0.30, 0.45, and 0.90 cases can still reach 1.5 or more under
507 the compression state. Because of this similarity of effective plastic
508 strain distribution, very close stress distribution was observed as
509 well for all the cases.
510 Figs. 20 and 21 illustrate the evolution of effective plastic strain
511 and von Mises stress, respectively, for the case of FS ¼ 0.45 on the
512 section cut view. The material damage (i.e., high effective plastic
513 strain area) was very localized, which is typical in penetration
514 response. A very intense stress wave was generated by the impact
515 contact and it propagated as the tungsten alloy rod penetrated into
516 the RHA steel target. A rarefaction wave was also observed as the
517 penetrator reached the peak DOP and rebounded (at t ¼ 0.125 ms).
518 Generally speaking, the impact wave propagation was reasonably
519 captured by the SPG formulation.

520Conclusions

521Impact penetration and perforation are characterized by large strain
522and high strain rates, large amounts of material failure and sepa-
523ration, high-frequency stress waves, and complex contact condi-
524tions. These features impose challenges for numerical prediction of
525the impact responses. This paper introduced the smoothed particle
526Galerkin (SPG) formulation to analyze the impact response of
527metal targets. A nonresidual-type penalty term derived from strain
528smoothing was used for stabilization under the direct nodal integra-
529tion framework so that the algorithm is efficient and stable. Mean-
530while, to deal with large deformation in the impact region, the
531meshfree approximation used an adaptive anisotropic Lagrangian
532kernel. To allow material failure (crack initiation) and separation

56953 SPG nodes
Distance: 0.68mm

FEM: 42752

FEM: 282240

(a) (b)

F16:1 Fig. 16. Penetration geometry discretization: (a) cut through midplane; and (b) cross-section view.

F17:1 Fig. 17. Penetration response: (a) penetrator velocity history; and (b) penetration depth history.
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F18:1 Fig. 18. Penetration response: effective plastic strain at termination for various bond failure criteria: (a) FS ¼ 0.30; (b) FS ¼ 0.45; (c) FS ¼ 0.90; and
F18:2 (d) FS ¼ 1.50.

F19:1 Fig. 19. Penetration response: von Mises stress distribution at termination for various bond failure criteria: (a) FS ¼ 0.30; (b) FS ¼ 0.45;
F19:2 (c) FS ¼ 0.90; and (d) FS ¼ 1.50.
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533 (crack propagation) while avoiding spurious self-healing issues in
534 numerical failure analysis of metals, a strain-based bond fail-
535 ure mechanism was introduced to initiate and propagate cracks in
536 metal materials with self-contact being defined between the failed
537 particles.
538 The numerical results showed the potential of the present for-
539 mulations in application to analysis of high velocity impact in metal
540 targets. In general, stable and accurate results were obtained for the

541perforation and penetration responses analyzed. First, no discreti-
542zation sensitivity was observed provided that the discretization was
543fine enough to propagate the high-frequency stress waves generated
544by impact contact. Second, no failure criterion sensitivity was ob-
545served, which makes it much easier to set up a simulation. This is in
546sharp contrast to the ad hoc erosion criterion for the traditional
547FEM with element erosion technique for this type of analysis.
548Although the current formulation treated the failure and frag-
549mentation of the target, more research still needs to be done in the
550analysis of impact phenomena. For example, the contact conditions

F20:1 Fig. 20. Penetration response: evolution of effective plastic strain for
F20:2 bond failure criterion FS ¼ 0.45.

F21:1Fig. 21. Penetration response: propagation of von Mises stress wave
F21:2for bond failure criterion FS ¼ 0.45.
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551 in hypervelocity impact are complicated because both the impactor
552 and target can be deformed severely and even fragmented, which is
553 a challenge for traditional contact algorithms with contact surfaces
554 defined a priori. The material constitutive modeling, especially for
555 the impactor, is another issue in high-velocity and hypervelocity
556 impact, not only because of the high strain rates but also because
557 of the size effect. Further developments of such analyses will be
558 discussed and presented in the future.
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